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Embedding an evidence-informed approach in schools takes 
time, determination and careful planning. Jade Pearce 

describes the journey her own school has been on, from first 
exploring the idea five years ago, to where they are now.

By Jade Pearce

Becoming An 
evidence-informed 

School:
A five-YeAr 

JourneY

My school has been on a huge journey 
over the last five years. We began from the 
starting point of introducing our teachers 
to the idea that our practice could be more 
evidence-informed and that the evidence 
supporting great teaching existed. We 
now have two T&L groups, each with 
between 15-20 members, a large number 
of teachers who voluntarily complete 
additional CPD to engage with evidence, 
teachers reading and sharing research and 
evidence-informed practice embedded 
across the school. 

So, how did we achieve this and what 
lessons did we learn along the way? 

1. Do fewer things, better 

This journey to becoming an evidence-
informed school has taken a number of 
years for a reason: I truly believe that for 

any new strategies to be fully-embedded 
into teaching across a school, a small 
number of priorities (a maximum of three 
or four) should be focused on at any one 
time, and that these priorities should 
remain the only priorities for the long-
term (at least three years). 

It is extremely difficult as a T&L lead to 
not move onto developing another area of 
teaching. There is so much that we want 
to improve, but this may lead to change-
fatigue and previous priorities fading away.

2. Identify your priorities 

We are at a brilliant time in teaching 
where there is more high-quality CPD 
available than ever before (books, 
conferences, podcasts, online courses, 
a new suite of NPQs and more). Whilst 
this has undoubtably increased the use of 

evidence-informed practice and improved 
the teaching of many, it also means that 
it always feels like there is something else 
we should be addressing or implementing 
in our schools. It is also very tempting to 
see something that has worked extremely 
successfully in another school and to want 
to implement it in your school straight 
away. 

However, I have found that it is crucial 
for school leaders to ensure that any 
new strategies address the problems and 
priorities that are specific to their own 
schools. Before introducing any new 
priorities at my own school, we gathered 
information on teaching and our main areas 
for development. We looked at examination 
results, pupil surveys, and pupils’ work, 
watched lessons and spoke to teachers 
and middle leaders. We were then able to 
identify our T&L priorities for the following 
year. 
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FEATURE

“I saw it as my role to read research 

and distil this for staff in briefings, 

newsletters and summaries. While I 

still see it as a way to enable time-poor 

teachers to engage with research, I 

also now see the benefits of teachers 

reading the research for themselves.”

in association with
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Pedagogy

If you were to write a list of the most important things a middle 
leader must do, how high up would ‘developing an effective 

assessment model’ be?

Building An 
ASSeSSment model: 

You cAn’t AlwAYS get 
whAt You wAnt

By Adam Robbins

“…not enough time is spent 
considering the validity, reliability 
and personnel factors that different 
modes of assessment impact.”

Curriculum
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let’S toork ABowt 
Spelling: peArt thrY

By Neil Almond

In part three of Neil Almond’s three-part series on Spelling, he 
outlines his strategy for maximising students’ chances of accurate 

spelling, by harnessing big-data and statistical probability.

                In the January 2022  
                Edition of HWRK Magazine, I offered 
readers some core conceptual knowledge when 
it comes to understanding some principles of the 
alphabetic writing system and how this relates to 
spelling. Those fundamentals are:

1) A sound can be represented by 1,2,3 or 4 letters.

2) One sound can be represented with different 
spellings.

3) The same spelling can represent different sounds 
(known as code overlap).

In this final article, I want to talk about how we can 
get students really thinking about spelling sounds 
that they know multiple representations of. Most 
common errors, particularly at the end of KS2, 
come from when students are required to choose 
the spellings they know for a particular sound 
and what can be done to potentially increase the 
likelihood of students becoming good spellers.

FEATURE

Is there a silver bullet, a magic wand, or a Mary Poppins works-well-
for-all for behaviour in our schools? No matter how much we dream 
and hope, I think we all know the answer: Nope, there isn’t. And in 

fact, trying to create blanket policies, policies-for-all and zero tolerance 
strategies can get us all in a lot of bother.

By Adele Bates
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BehAviour: iS there 
A Silver Bullet?
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“teachers in our schools have 
a shared set of principles and 
a common language, so we 
are all on the same page”

“Our pupils deserve 
the best teachers, 
so our teachers 
deserve the best 
development.”

getting teAcher 
development right

Getting teacher development right is a careful balancing act between giving 
teachers enough autonomy, while getting them to work with a level of 

consistency between them, in the best interests of the students. Here, Shannen 
Doherty describes the beginning of her own journey as a trust-wide teacher 

development lead.

By Shannen Doherty
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At the start of my career, teacher 
development wasn’t something that 
people in schools really talked about, and 
it certainly wasn’t something I felt I was 
getting. I knew that CPD existed, but I 
probably didn’t know what it stood for. I’m 
not embarrassed about it. You don’t know 
what you don’t know. This isn’t a criticism 
of the school or the leaders I worked with. 
It’s merely a reflection of the system I 
‘grew up’ in as a new teacher. 

But this wasn’t just the situation for new 
teachers. Experienced teachers and leaders 
were working in this environment, too. 
Looking back, professional development 
didn’t feel joined up or cohesive for any of 
us. We didn’t have a shared idea of what 
good teaching looked like so how could we 
develop teaching effectively?

So, in September I started a new role 
(alongside teaching) leading on teacher 
development across schools in the Aquinas 
Church of England Education Trust. We 
have 11 schools: two secondaries and 
nine primaries. Conversations about 
subscribing to Tom Sherrington and 
Oliver Caviglioli’s WalkThrus as a trust 
were happening last academic year and 
naturally, I showed my excitement and 
enthusiasm for what I think is a fantastic 
set of books. 

For anyone who doesn’t know (where 
have you been?!), WalkThrus are five-
step checklists designed for instructional 
coaching in schools. There are currently 
two WalkThrus books available to purchase, 
but number three is on the way! These 
checklists are breakdowns of good, solid 
teaching and learning techniques and 
strategies. They cover a range of areas that 
span age ranges and curriculum areas. This 
is our toolkit for teacher development, 
which means teachers in our schools have 
a shared set of principles and a common 
language, so we are all on the same page. 

While WalkThrus has been designed for 
instructional coaching, there’s no way that 
we can start on that journey until there’s 
a solid understanding of what makes good 
teaching. So, we’re holding off while we lay 
the groundwork! 

When I started this work, I knew I 
had to be clear about the vision I had 
for teacher development in our trust. 
Through discussions and lots of thinking 
and rethinking, it boiled down to these 
principles: 

• Teacher development is purposeful.

• Teacher development has an impact.

• Teacher development improves 
outcomes.

• Teacher development requires granular 
and incremental steps.

• Teacher development is part of a 
continuous learning model.

• Teacher development is non-
judgemental.

• Teacher development is not about 
accountability and tick boxes. 

• Teacher development empowers 
teachers. 

I wanted our teachers to know that their 
best interests were at heart, along with 
the best interests of our pupils. Our pupils 
deserve the best teachers, so our teachers 
deserve the best development. But 
that development needs to be carefully 
thought about. We had to move away from 
one-off trainings and expecting overnight 
successes. 

For me, teacher development is about 
small steps, revisiting them and building 
on them (much like what we do for 
our students!). We need to invest the 
time in our teachers, so they know they 
are valued. It’s no secret that teacher 
retention is an issue nationwide, so now is 
the time to reconsider how we show staff 
that they are appreciated. We can do that 
by reducing workload, but we can also do 
it by investing in their development. 

So how were we going to do it?

The Trust knew that to make this a 
success every school should have its own 
teacher development lead. Headteachers 
and senior leaders put their heads 
together and chose the right person for 
their school. I have to say the team are 
fantastic. I am so fortunate to work with 
this group of educators. We have differing 
levels of experience and knowledge, so it 
isn’t just an echo chamber of yes men!

We knew WalkThrus would be our 
toolkit, but how should we roll this out 
to schools? I created a three-year plan of 
how I saw it being implemented. The key 
for me was that we didn’t rush. You can’t 

rush the implementation of anything. If it’s 
worth doing, then it’s worth doing well. 

Our primary schools identified three 
WalkThrus that they wanted to focus 
on to begin with. We found that most 
schools worked on Deliberate Vocabulary 
Development and quite a few chose Live 
Modelling. Other chosen WalkThrus 
included Open Response Tasks, Positive 
Framing and Weekly & Monthly Review. 

As a Trust, we didn’t want to dictate how 
schools rolled this out, so part of my role 
has been consulting and supporting the 
different schools on what would work for 
their school. What works in a three-form 
entry school might not work in a half-
form entry, so we wanted flexibility. Some 
schools introduced all three WalkThrus 
at the start, while others are phasing the 
rollout.

As I said, schools are keeping their 
autonomy by choosing how WalkThrus 
works in their school this year. They’re 
exploring how it works and trying out 
different things. For some schools, this 
meant moving away from the old-style 
termly formal observations and moving 
to a collaborative and continuous 
development model of weekly learning 
walks where every member of staff gets 
to be involved and everyone reflects and 
works together. This has been particularly 
exciting for me to see because I have 
always disliked the three observations a 
year model. 

The impact of weekly drop-ins or learning 
walks that enable teachers to continuously 
develop is far greater than waiting a whole 
term between observations to see if the 
areas of development have been worked 
on. This way, teachers are focusing on one 
thing at a time and can get incrementally 
better rather than feeling overwhelmed 
with three ‘even better ifs’ to work on at 
once!

While I know this is just the start of 
the journey, I feel incredibly proud and 
excited about what we’re doing. I hope 
that teachers feel the shift in culture, 
too. We are changing the face of teacher 
development in our Trust. It’s so important 
that we get this right for our teachers and 
our pupils. As I said earlier, our pupils 
deserve the best teachers, so our teachers 
deserve the best development. 

LEADERSHIP

“The sheer disparity 
between differing 
opportunities for 
home learning 
that children from 
different backgrounds 
have experienced 
has never been so 
obvious and it must 
be challenged.” 
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PEDAGOGY

Can the teaching of eff ective annotation be the key to unlocking 
students’ learning of texts? Steve Chiger explores this idea and 
how we might go about building it into our classroom practice.

Back in 2019, researchers made 
one gem of a discovery: what 
appears to be Milton’s copy of 
Shakespeare’s fi rst folio. As you’d 
imagine, it was a fi nding met 
with wide-eyed, bookish glee. 
Cambridge fellow Jason Scott-
Warren reported that as he put 
the clues together, he became 
“quite trembly… You’re gathering 
evidence with your heart in your 
mouth.”  

And why shouldn’t he have felt 
this way?  Scott-Warren notes 
that Milton’s annotations “give 
you a sense of his sensitivity and 
alertness to Shakespeare.” It’s a 
bit like we’re getting to peek into 
Milton’s mind.

Readers have long used 
annotations to provide 
commentary, mark memorable 
passages, simplify complex ideas, 
or even – as Edgar Allan Poe put it 
– to let their mind “unburden itself 
of a thought; — however fl ippant 
— however silly — however 
trivial….”  For those reasons, most 
of us encourage them in student 
work. But we could be leveraging 
annotations for so much more.

With the right classroom coaching, 
your students’ marginalia can 
become the key to unlocking their 

TEACHING STUDENTS
TO TALK TO THEIR TEXTS

Stephen Chiger

reading comprehension. Here’s 
how.

COACH STUDENTS 

TO NAME THE 

CLAIMS

In many ways, annotation is just 
thinking made visible. But when 
students are making sense of 
challenging texts, what sorts of 
thoughts do we want them to 
have? To answer, we can step 

into the classroom of Indiana 
University’s Professor of History, 
David Pace. 

Concerned about his students’ 
reading skill, Pace wanted to 
demonstrate what was important 
to him as he read a text.  Here’s 
an example he modelled for 
them; the larger the font, the 
more important the idea. What 
do you notice about the lines he 
emphasised?

While Pace’s students may have 
been inclined to spend more 
time on small details, as a more 
experienced reader he knows to 
watch for something else: the 
text’s claims. Watching for those, 
he argues, helps readers trace and 
make meaning of the thesis. Pace’s 
approach highlights a powerful 
insight: the heart of any writing is 
the statement it makes.

From editorials to tweets to 
encyclopaedia entries, everything 
we read makes claims about the 
world. These range from the obvious 
(“here are fi ve reasons your class 
should use retrieval practice”) to 
the less so (“here are the causes of 
World War I”) – but all texts make 
arguments about our world. For 
students, there is power in realising 
that these can be debated.

in association with
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PEDAGOGY

Our students don’t need to believe 
everything they read. Far from it. 
Their job as readers is to fi nd the 
claims of a text and to then decide 
whether or not they accept them. 
Developing that critical eye is one 
way we can empower them to take 
on an information-rich world. 
Annotations give us a way to coach 
them how.

CREATE HABITS

OF MIND

Pace’s approach calls to mind the 
topic-comment model described 
by researchers Peter Johnston and 
Peter Affl  erbach in the 1980’s.  In 
simple terms: the central idea of a 
text is the topic plus the comment 
it makes about it. The approach 
has the potential to help students 
read with far more sensitivity and 
at the same time develop a healthy 

skepticism about what they 
encounter. But for this approach to 
become a habit of mind, students 
need to practice it. What better 
place than how they annotate?

Imagine your students 
encountered the following 
paragraph.  In terms of 
comprehension, what might 
you want them to note as they 
annotate?

For years, researchers have 
believed life on Venus wouldn’t 
be possible. The planet was too 
chaotic. There wasn’t enough 
oxygen. The atmosphere was 
car-battery-level acidic. However, 
recent fi ndings are leading us to 
question everything.

As an experienced reader, I see a 
number of things. I can see the 

topic is about life on Venus, so 
I might jot that right away. But 
I know there might be claims 
later in the paragraph, since not 
every claim shows up in the fi rst 
sentence. So, I also take note of 
the word “however” in that last 
sentence. I know a word like 
this usually means the claim of 
a text is about to shift, typically 
in an important way. This helps 
me notice that there’s another 
argument to consider, that 
new fi ndings are encouraging 
researchers to consider whether 
life on Venus may be possible after 
all.

In our minds, this happens almost 
automatically, but annotations can 
allow us to help students work 
in slow motion. The process for 
annotating a non-narrative text 
then becomes like this:
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• After reading the fi rst few 
paragraphs: jot the topic and your 
early sense of the text’s claim

• Jot a quick note when you 
encounter key claims
     - Underline claim-revealing 
lines: how/why statements, 
rhetorical questions, “I” 
statements, charged language

Love & Literacy Teacher Handbook

5

Reading and Annotating for 

Claim 

 
Make sense of the most 

challenging informational texts. 

Every text is arguing something. Read to find the topic and claim about the topic, and you can unlock the most challenging texts. 

 
Beginning 

 

Read the Beginning to Identify the Topic & Opening Claim 

 Start with the title, blurb, and the first paragraph(s)  carefully read and annotate:   
o Identify the speaker and genre; note any obvious bias 
o Jot the topic in the margin after 1-2 paragraphs 
o Jot the opening claim  

 

Middle 

Read the Middle for Sub-Claims & Shifts 
Annotate words/lines that develop the initial claim and/or establish additional claims: 
 Annotate arguments:  
o beginning of paragraphs) 
o Circle ke , 

I  statements) 
o Jot a claim note next to key claims, sub-sections and charts/graphs 

 Annotate shifts in thinking/transition words:  
o Circle words that show a shift in thinking (e.g.,  
o Circle phrases that signal the author is addressing counterarguments (e.g., 

mi  
 

End 

Generate an End Note that Captures the Claim   

  
 Write a final end note: What is the claim about the topic that this text makes (the central idea)? 

 Check your end note for precision:   
o Does it articulat  
o Does it synthesize all of the key sub-claims you annotated?  

 
When You Struggle, Level Up 

If the 
paragraph 

or sentence 
is 

challenging 

Anytime you Struggle with a Paragraph or Sentence, Level Up  
 Slow down and reread increase your annotations to every 2-3 lines 
 Paraphrase the most difficult lines 

o Identify subjects & verbs (particularly when there are unclear pronouns and/or multiple subjects) 
o Chunk a sentence into smaller parts and try to paraphrase each 
o Unpack challenging vocabulary use context clues to define terms or for connotation  
o Review the surrounding text for phrases that provide additional context 

 Skip ahead and come back later 
o Learn the future content and use it to come back and understand 

 

If a larger 
section 
looks 

challenging 

Scan to the End [difficult texts only] 
 Shorter text: read the final paragraph & opening/closing sentences of each paragraph to ID key claims 
 Longer text: read the final section, subheadings, and the end of each section to identify key claims 

 
Gut Check your Knowledge 
 ? If so, look it up. 

PEDAGOGY

     - Underline claim-shifters: 
“however,” “despite,” “but,” “others 
argue that”

• After reading the full text: Review 
your annotations and jot the 
author’s overall claim about the 
topic

That’s just a start. You might adjust 

this process for your discipline 
(for example, in History I’d also 
spend time considering the speaker, 
occasion, audience and purpose). 
Or you might do as our English 
teachers did and ask students to 
think about metacognitive strategies 
to use when they struggle. (If 
you’re interested in the full strategy 
we employ, you can fi nd it here: 
stevechiger.com/resources.)  

“When you have a shared system in class, 
you won’t have to wonder about whether or 
where students are struggling as they read. The 
answers will be written all over their page.”

in association with PEDAGOGY
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Shared annotation systems help 
students develop reading habits 
that will serve them well with 
diffi  cult texts in any content area. 
But that’s not even the best reason 
to use them. When you have a 
shared system in class, you won’t 
have to wonder about whether 
or where students are struggling 
as they read. The answers will be 
written all over their page. 

MAKE THINKING 

VISIBLE

Imagine you were teaching that 
Science article we discussed. 
You’ve annotated it in the same 
way you hope that students will, 
and you’ve noted three key claims 
you’re hoping they can spot 
accurately.  

Because you and your students 
share an annotation language, 
you can keep an eye out for what 
students are writing and how their 
work compares with yours. Of 
course, students are welcome to 
jot notes on whatever else they’d 
like, but with this mutual core, you 
can see if students are tracking the 
text’s big ideas as they go. 

Let’s use that that fi rst paragraph 
from our Science article. Your note 
says something like “scientists 
once thought life impossible on V, 
new disc. say maybe.” As you scan 
student work, however, you see 
a lot of responses that read more 
like: “scientists: no life on V.”  



There’s a perennial question that keeps many conscientious 
teachers awake at night: how can I best support my dyslexic 
students? It’s a complex question, that doesn’t yield a single solution 
but, as with so many things in our profession, it has a simple and 
universal starting point: care. 

I feel fortunate to have worked 
in schools with a high proportion 
of dyslexic students. Helping any 
student to attain heights that they 
may not previously have felt were 
within their grasp is the payback 
most of us crave. But when those 
same students include those who 
have previously felt like square 
pegs in an education system 
designed primarily for round 
holes, the rewards are even more 
profound.

15 STRATEGIES FOR TEACHING AND 
SUPPORTING DYSLEXIC STUDENTS

By Rob Potts

15 USEFUL STRATEGIES 
FOR TEACHING 
DYSLEXIC STUDENTS

1) Start by getting to know 
the individual child and, where 
necessary, focus on building 
their confi dence/self belief. 
Often dyslexic children will have 
spent many years not having 
their needs adequately met and 
will assume (wrongly) that the 

diffi  culties they’ve experienced 
are their fault.

2) Don’t make assumptions. 
Some of your most creative, 
perceptive and articulate students 
will happen to be dyslexic. Your 
job is to give them the tools, 
support and confi dence needed 
to work around their dyslexic 
diffi  culties and achieve their full 
potential.

in association with
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PEDAGOGY

A-ha!, you think. Students are 
missing that shift in the fi rst 
paragraph. Now, you know exactly 
where understanding is breaking 
down, in real-time. Because you’ve 
made students’ thinking visible, 
you have the power to act on it, 
whether individually or as a class-
wide response.  

As Paul Bambrick-Santoyo and I 

write in Love and Literacy, what is 
often seen as a helpful study tool 
becomes something far greater: 
an engine for supporting student 
reading.  

In their book Annotation, Remi 
Kalir and Antero Garcia recall a 
quote from Kenneth Grahame, 
author of The Wind in the 
Willows: “the child’s scribbling on 

the margin of his school-books 
is really worth more to him than 
all he gets out of them.”  There’s 
wisdom in this observation, and 
it’s wisdom educators can add 
to.

Students can use annotations 
to better understand texts. 
Teachers can use them to better 
understand students.
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“Because you and 
your students share an 
annotation language, 
you can keep an eye 
out for what students 
are writing and how 
their work compares 
with yours.”
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